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ECONOMY



Outline of Today’s Discussion
1. Background resources
2. Current trends
3. Future regulatory landscape



Background resources
1. EFTA 
2. Regulation E
3. NACHA Rules and Guidelines
4. Card Rules
5. CFPB Guidance
6. Others



Law Enforcement
• Consumer protection and bank regulators (CFPB, FTC, OCC, DOJ, 

FDIC, state attorneys)
• Banks and processors are gatekeepers and “chokepoints”
• Banks and processors are uniquely positions to spot red flags 

when underwriting and monitoring
• Banks and processors are the “deep pockets” for consumer 

redress
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Theories of Liability

•The processor intentionally 
facilitated fraud

•The processor turned a blind eye 
to fraud

•The processor provided 
substantial assistance to a person 
that violated telemarketing rules

•The processor is jointly and 
severally liability with the 
merchant for the full volume of 
sales processed

Remedies Sought

• Injunctive relief
•Rescission of contracts
•Disgorgement of ill-gotten gains
•Redress to consumers (total 

amount of sales processed, less 
refunds and chargebacks)

•Liability for individuals (company 
officers, directors, managers) 
(sometimes)

Common Settlement Terms

•Ban on operating as a processor 
(extreme cases)

•Ban on servicing certain industries 
or merchants using certain sales 
practices 

•Merchant screening and 
monitoring requirements more 
restrictive than industry standard

•Payment of a monetary penalty
•Sales agent onboarding and 

monitoring requirements
•Notices to bank, ISO, and other 

partners
•Ongoing government oversight 

and compliance reporting

Typical “Chokepoint” Lawsuit
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RAM Payment (2023)
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iStream (2022)
Automated Funds Transfer Services (2021)

Qualpay (2020)
First Data (2020)

Madera Merchant Services (2020)
Complete Merchant Services (2020)

RevenueWire (2020)
Transact Pro (2020)
Allied Wallet (2019)

Newtek (2017)
CardReady (2016)

CardFlex (2015)
First Bank of Delaware (2012)

Wachovia (2008)

Monetary Penalty ($ Millions)
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Latest Trends in Enforcement



Chargeback Mitigation Services
• FTC and State of Florida v. Chargebacks911 (filed April 12, 2023)
• Allegations: 

• Disputed chargebacks filed against its merchant-clients with misleading 
information

• Submitted false web site screen shots to banks
• Manipulated chargeback rates
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Merchant of Record Model
• FTC v. Nexway, Inc. (filed April 17, 2023)
• Sales for allegedly fraudulent tech support scammers processed through 

the merchant account of a third party
• Alleged violations of Telemarketing Sales Rule card laundering prohibitions
• Other potential concerns with MoR model: customer service confusion, 

unlawful/unlicensed money transmission
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Telemarketing
• Telemarketing Sales Rule (TSR): One of FTC’s most powerful law enforcement tools
• Specific provisions targeting debt relief services, negative option marketing, 

investment opportunities, use of preacquired account information
• Makes it unlaw to provide “substantial assistance or support to any seller or 

telemarketer when that person knows or consciously avoids knowing that the seller or 
telemarketer is engaged in any act or practice that violates” core TSR provisions
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Digital Dark Patterns
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• Manipulative tactics that induce consumers to complete an action they would not 
have otherwise completed if they understood what they were acting on at the time

• Drive unwitting consumers to purchase items, share information, and agree to legal 
terms without intending to do so

• Bringing Dark Patterns to Light – FTC Staff Report, September 2022
• Design Elements that Induce False Beliefs
• Design Elements that Hide or Delay Disclosure of Material Information
• Design Elements that Lead to Unauthorized Charges
• Design Elements that Obscure or Subvert Privacy Choices



Digital Dark Patterns - Examples
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• “Trick Questions”
• A series of checkboxes 

are shown
• The meaning of the 

checkboxes is alternated, 
so that ticking the first 
one means "opt out" and 
the second means “opt 
in.”



Digital Dark Patterns - Examples
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• “Sneak into Basket”
• Extra item added to the 

cart automatically
• May trick users into 

adding an item by 
defaulting to a choice



Digital Dark Patterns - Examples
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• “Hidden Costs”
• Unexpected costs appear 

late in the check out 
process

• Cost may be disclosed 
only after payment 
details are filled out



Junk Fees
• “Unnecessary, unavoidable, or surprise charges that inflate costs while adding little to 

no value.”  (FTC, Oct. 20, 2022)
• Cramming hidden fees to which consumers did not consent
• Misrepresenting optional services or upgrades as mandatory
• Charging for products or services with little or no value

• Examples:
• Add-on fees for telecommunications services and live entertainment
• Booking a hotel room or purchasing tickets and finding a surprise fee at checkout (e.g., “resort fee”)
• Ancillary products in conjunction with loans, auto financing, or another complicated transaction, 

ending up on the final bill without the consumer’s awareness or consent
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Pay-to-Pay: Surcharges, Service 
Fees, Convenience Fees



Card Network Definitions
• Surcharge – A fee added to a transaction for the acceptance of payment by credit card. Not allowed for debit card

transactions. A surcharge is generally defined to mean any increase in the price or cost of goods or services that is
imposed on a customer paying by credit card, that is not imposed on a customer paying by cash, check, or other
means. Card brands currently cap surcharges to the lesser of the merchant discount rate or 3% (Visa) or 4%
(Mastercard).

• Convenience Fee – A fee added to a transaction that is charged for a bona fide convenience to the cardholder (e.g.,
an alternative channel outside the merchant’s customary payment channel) that is not charged solely for the
acceptanceof a credit card.

• Service Fee – A separate fee (i.e., not included in a single transaction) assessed to a cardholder that uses a credit
card for transactions in certain permitted merchant categories.

Notwithstanding card definitions, many companies and third party servicers add on convenience fees, service fess,
support fee, handling fee, care fee, and fees by any other name. Disclosure is Key.
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Legal Considerations
• Laws do not generally distinguish between surcharges, convenience fees, service fees
• Federal law does not currently prohibit a merchant from passing through credit card processing fees
• Talk to counsel about state law issues.  Example issues:

• Only Connecticut, Maine, and Puerto Rico continue to have surcharge prohibitions in full force and 
effect. 

• In Massachusetts, the Division of Banks indicated that surcharges can only be imposed by the third-
party payment processor. 

• In New York, merchants must post the surcharge price alongside the credit card price. 
• In Colorado: 

• Surcharge must be either two percent of the transaction value or the actual amount the 
merchant pays to the payment processor for processing the transaction.

• A merchant may not impose a surcharge if the customer elects to pay by cash, check, debit card, 
debit payment, or gift card. 
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How Will Consumer Protection Regulators View 
Surcharges and Fees?

• Are surcharges, convenience fees, and service fees “junk fees”?
• Are they surprise charges subject to dark pattern claims?
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Current Trends
• Payment authorizations (application / lead generation phase) – are 

consumers authorizing payments without knowing the amount, 
dates, and total of payments? 

• Convenience fee permissibility – are they allowed and are they 
authorized by contract?

• Convenience fee servicing – Is it truly a third-party fee? Is the 
consumer reminded of free options?



Data Use & Misuse (Privacy)



CFPB Circular on Data Security
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Failure to implement the following may trigger liability:

• Multi-factor authentication
• Adequate password management
• Timely software updates



Future regulatory landscape
• Increased Use of Novel Enforcement Tools

o Notice of Penalty Offenses
o FTC Rulemakings to Enforce
 Customer Reviews
 Junk Fees
 Negative option rulemaking
 Business Opportunities and Earnings Claims
 Endorsements and Testimonials

• Increased interest in Contempt Investigations and Proceedings

• CFPB use of new enforcement methods



Future regulatory landscape
• CFPB/FTC: Continued focus on large financial institutions / Big Tech; 

Junk Fees
• State AGs: Ever-growing threat



Future regulatory landscape
• State credit and mini FDCPA laws - impact on convenience fees
• Payment authorization choices - RCC issues, credit card issues – are 

these real alternatives to a PEFT?
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